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Abstract 

An object having fractional dimension which is generated recursively is recognized by name 

Fractal. The geometry of fractal object is having recursive shapes due to which a structure with 

fine edge length is obtained. Thus fractal geometry is having fine edge length structure. Antennas 

can be designed using the recursive nature of a fractal whereas many objects can be designed 

using fractal geometry. The antennas using fractal geometry are known as fractal antennas. Since 

the field of communication is growing very fast requiring the size of antenna should be reduced. 

A compact printed multi band fractal micro strip patch antenna is presented in this paper with the 

combination of triangle and circle geometry. The antenna presented in this paper is having 

multiple bands which are useful for multiple applications whereas the size of antenna is also 

reduced. The fractal antenna with the geometry of triangles and circles presented in this paper 

operates at three resonant frequencies 1.9 GHz, 3.25 GHz and 4.9 GHz. Using proposed antenna 

design with micro strip feeding at proper position , required return loss, Voltage Standing Wave 

Ratio and bandwidth are obtained in this work. For the designing of Micro strip fractal antenna 

with desired geometry, FR- 4 substrate is used which is having the permittivity of 4.4, thickness 

of 1.6 and loss tangent of 0.02. FEKO simulation software is used for the designing of Fractal 

Antenna. Due to the efficient and accurate results, this software is used to completely analyze the 

design of Fractal Antenna efficiently. 
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1. Introduction 

The geometry of Fractal Antenna is very complex because it has been developed in last 35 years, 

so it is quite difficult to define these structures. Fractal is basically geometry with unique 

structure which is designed to improve the performance of antenna [1]. Fractals are space-filling 

contours in which electrically large features are packed into small areas in an efficient way. This 

efficient packing within small area can be used as miniaturization technique in antenna design as 

electrical lengths play vital role in designing of antennas. Today Wireless Communication field 

is growing rapidly and it is one of the most important parts of our life. Some applications under 

Wireless Communication like mobile phones, GPS, Bluetooth technology have revealed 
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remarkable growth. Whereas some new applications like tagging, wireless local area network, 

wireless internet is promising day by day [2]. Today the major issue in the wireless 

communication field is the range of communication, which can be solve by small antenna having 

multiple frequency applications. Multiple wireless applications operate on different- different 

frequencies and telecommunication operator are providing multiple devices for multiple 

applications. But using these devices is quite expensive as we have to design different antenna 

for each device for different applications. So we need to design antennas which can be operated 

on multiple frequencies. The telecommunication devices which are used in today’s scenario are 

require to be small and having several functions integrated in it. Recently, because of interesting 

and unique properties like giant Optical Activity, Negative Refraction, Chiral Meta Materials 

(CMMs) has attracted escalating attention. Whereas CMMs are MetaMaterials made of unit cells 

without any mirror symmetry [4]. The antenna used for these wireless applications must possess 

multiband capabilities but should be compact also. Antenna plays a vital role in wireless 

communication and global positioning system (GPS) and considered a key element. Antenna was 

first demonstrated in 1886 by Heinrich Hertz and its practical application was given in 1901by 

Guglielmo Marconi. 

 

 

2. Some existing geometry 

The antenna having unique structure and complex geometry is known as Fractal Antennas which 

are designed to improve the performance. One of Pre-existing fractal geometry is presented in 

Figure-1 in which five iterations are exposed. The geometry shown in Figure-1 resonates at 

single frequency due to which this antenna is useful only for single application.  So for multiple 

applications, the designing of antenna should be like that it resonates on multiple frequencies. 

Figure-2 shows Koch geometry with multiple iterations which is having enhanced bandwidth, 

but it is also for single application. So for multiple applications and enhanced bandwidth we have 

designed a Fractal antenna which can be useful for various applications in the field of Wireless 

Communication. 

 

 

 

Fig.1 
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Fig.2 

 

3. Antenna Design 

The proposed antenna design by cutting triangular shaped slots on inverted dual triangular patch 

as shown in figure(3). Cutting of these slots in antenna increases the current path which increases 

current intensity as a result efficiency is increased. First inverted dual triangular patch antenna is 

designed based on standard design procedure. In the second iteration number of triangle increase 

so that increased radiations can be achieved. In the next step the union of this geometry and 

circular geometry has been generated. Then further this circular fractal has been generated inside 

the outer circular ring. Then the total electrical length further increases. 
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Figure (3): Practically Inverted dual triangular patch-antenna 

A modified star triangular fractal antenna shown in figure (3) in which five iterations had applied 

and triple wide band micro strip patch antenna is designed. On this antenna we can use many 

applications as per the bandwidth requirement. 

 

Figure (4): Simulated inverted dual triangular patch-antenna 

4. Antenna Result 

The simulation of micro-strip patch antenna is done by using FEKO simulation software. The 

variation of return loss with frequency of inverted dual triangular patch antenna with iteration 

shown in figure (5) and value of VSWR, return, are shown in figure (6) and (7) respectively. 
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Figure (5): Return loss of the proposed circular Micro-strip Patch Antenna with triangular slots 

The return loss is defined as the ratio of the Fourier transform of the incident pulse and the 

reflected signal. It is an important parameter. The values of return loss are -38db, -33db and -

30db at resonance frequency of 1.9GHz, 3.25GHz and 4.5GHz. 

The VSWR graph for a triangular shaped slotted patch antenna is shown in figure (6). The 

VSWR indicates the mismatch between the antenna and the transmission line. For perfect 

matching the VSWR value should be close to unity. The values of VSWR are close to 1.1 on all 

the resonant frequencies shown in figure (6). 

 

Figure (6); VSWR of the Proposed Rectangular Micro-strip Patch Antenna with L shaped slot 
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Figure (7): Impedance of proposed antenna 

The simulation impedance bandwidth for the modified star triangular fractal antenna as shown in 

figure (7) where the values of the impedance are 72ohm, 38ohm and 25ohm. 

 

5. Conclusion 

It is observed that a modified circular star triangular fractal-antenna multiband is presented. The 

proposed antenna has a compact size of (30*20) and it can effectively cover the Wi-Max 

application and other wireless applications (cellular mobile communication) because of 

multiband capabilities. In this paper we also got higher bandwidth (in the range of 1.0GHz) 

which is enough for wireless application. 
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